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• To reconstruct the parameter values of Proto Indo-European (see below). 
The languages to be examined represent each of the traditionally 
recognised branches of the IE family: Hittite (Anatolian), Tocharian B 
(Tocharian), Vedic Sanskrit (Indo-Iranian), Homeric Greek (Greek), Latin 
(Italic), Gothic (Germanic), Old Irish (Celtic), Classical Armenian (Armenian), 
Old Church Slavonic (Balto-Slavonic) and Old Albanian (Albanian). 

• a first step towards the reconstruction of the parameter settings relevant to 
the clausal syntax of the parent language (see also Carling & Cathcart 2021). 

Introduction: Goals of the project
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87 clausal (TP, vP/VP) parameters, e.g.: 

P47 TP over C (TOC) separates languages in which most elements normally 
associated with the C-area, such as complementisers or, in some languages, 
question particles or other clause-type markers, surface phrase-initially in the 
CP from languages wherein they occur in absolute clause-final position; this is 
taken to be a signal that the whole complement of C raises to some position 
to the left of C.
• Regulates order of C and TP

Introduction: Goals of the project



Hale’s (1996: 162) definition of a reconstructed proto-grammar:

• A proto-grammar is a set of grammars which are non-distinct in their
recoverable parameter values (Roberts 2021: 507).

• Can we reconstruct parts of the IE proto-grammar using PCM?
• The ultimate goal of the research reported here will be the largest

ever dataset based on unified formal morphosyntactic properties
of the older IE languages.

Introduction: Goals of the project



Proto-Indo-European

Ringe et al. (2002) Gray & Atkinson (2003) Guardiano & Longobardi (2016 – cropped!)



Reconstruction and the Comparative Method

• What do we know about PIE? How do we know it? Reconstruction.

• The Comparative Method

• Establish a correspondence set

• Evaluate the changes each attested language (family) has undergone

• “Undo” those changes

 PIE!



Reconstruction and the Comparative Method

English Latin Greek Sanskrit PIE

father pater patḗr pitṛ *ph₂tḗr

wolf lupus lúkos vṛka *wĺ̥kʷos

do facio títhēmi dadhāmi *dʰeh₁-

• /p/  /f/ 

• /kw/  /p/

• /dh/  /d/, /th/, /f/



Syntactic Reconstruction: Problems

• Lightfoot (2002) presents three problems, codified by Willis (2011) as:

• Directionality Problem (“naturalness” in syntactic change?)

• Radical Reanalysis Problem (syntactic change is “chaotic”)

• Correspondence Set Problem (What do we compare?)

• Directionality – a problem for phonology too, and not without some parallel in 

syntax (grammaticalisation)

• Radical reanalysis?



Syntactic Reconstruction: Problems

‘The output of the grammar after reanalysis approximates to that of the grammar before reanalysis’ (Willis 2011: 13)

 Syntactic change is not random



The Correspondence Set Problem

• Comparanda have to be cognate

• Sentences can’t be cognate – so what do we compare? Mental grammars.

• Correspondence set is implicitly dependent on the syntactic theory we adopt
• Implicational Universals (Lehman, 1974; Friedrich, 1975)
• Formulae (Watkins, 1995)
• Patterns (Harris & Campbell, 1995; Harris, 2008)
• Constructions (Barðdal et al., 2013; Vázquez-González & Barðdal, 2019)

• What are the points of correspondence in Minimalist theory?

• Parameters.  (Roberts, 1998, 2021; Pires & Thomason, 2008; Willis 2011; Walkden 2014; Windhearn, 2020; Ram-Prasad, fthc.; 

etc.)



Working Example
• Let parameter p be the parameter determining the order of direct object 

and verb (OV vs VO), and suppose that we are trying to reconstruct the 
value of this parameter in PIE on the basis of what we know about Latin, 
Gothic, Sanskrit, and Old Irish:

(1) Latin OV; Gothic OV; Sanskrit OV; Old Irish VO.

Parametric Reconstruction



(i) Latin, Gothic, and Sanskrit are all older than Old Irish; 

(ii)Archaic Old Irish shows some evidence of OV orders and 
Continental Celtic, at least Lepontic, also shows this order (Russell 
1995: 282ff.); 

(iii)OV > VO is (marginally) preferred over VO > OV as a direction of 
syntactic change. 

Parametric Reconstruction



Assigning parameter values

• Beyond the usual methodological challenges in PCM, ancient languages 

represent a special case

• No native-speaker informants

• Limited corpus

• Genre effects

• Diachrony effects

• Interpretational uncertainty



Complement(iser)s in Sanskrit

• Overt complementisers are generally innovated within the attested history of 

the ancient IE languages (Hackstein, 2013; Windhearn 2021)

• They tend to be built on varying sets of lexical material, though certain elements 

(e.g., relative pronouns) seem to pop up quite often

• Lat. quod “because” (<*kwód)

• Hit. kuit “that” (<*kwid)

• AGk. hóti “that” (*yó-kwi)



Complement(iser)s in Sanskrit

• C elements are implicated in several parameter values:

• PV4 (TOC) TP over C

• PV23 (TMC) TMA on complement clauses

• PV29 (CCE) Complement clause extraposition

• PV47 (NSC) Strong C

• PV50 (EPC) EPP on C



Complement(iser)s in Sanskrit
• Does Sanskrit have overt complementisers?

• Short answer: No

• Long answer…

Maybe a form derived from the relative pronoun:
yán nūnám aśya ̄ṃ́ gátiṃ, mitrásya yāyāṃ patha ̄ ́
“In order to find a way now, I would go along the path of Mitra” (Rig Veda 5.64.3)

Maybe a (non-inherited) quotative particle:
nákir vakta ̄ ́ na ́ dād íti
“No one can say that he does not give” (Rig Veda 8.32.15)

• TP over C…?



Complement(iser)s in Sanskrit
• How else can subordination be encoded?

• Participles 

• Infinitives

• Accentuation

• Relative clauses

• How else can C-related phenomena be diagnosed?

• Wh-movement

• Pragmatic fronting to the left periphery

• Clitics (?)



Some remarks on Hittite parameters (with a focus on the left 
periphery):

i) the unmarked clausal order is verb-final. 
ii) verbs can move into the left-periphery. 
iii) there are robust second-position effects. 

• But the system is not a familiar Germanic-style V2 one!

Movement in Hittite



(1) kuenzi= ma =an LUGAL-us huis[nu]izzi= ya=[an LUGAL-u]s

Kill.3sg.Pres Conn 3Sg.Acc King.Nom let-live.3Sg.Pres and 3Sg.Acc king.Nom

“The king may kill him, or the king may let him live.” (Luraghi 2017: 278; KBo 6.26
21-22)

What is the V-fronting operation here?

Movement in Hittite



Three options:

(i) head-movement 
(ii)remnant VP-movement 
(iii)Vmin/max movement.
• Which option is chosen has implications for several of the 

parameters. 

Movement in Hittite



Against head (i.e. V-) movement:

i) Active left periphery attracting a lot of material makes it hard to see what 
the target of V-movement is (or if there is a single one)

ii) “any constituent can be moved either to absolute initial position in the 
clause or to a position following clause-initial conjunctions and any clitics 
dependent upon them” Hoffner & Melchert (2008: 407). 

Movement in Hittite



Remnant VP-movement:

• In (1), the direct object in both clauses is cliticised and as such has clearly 
left the VP. Therefore there is no direct obstacle here to positing that the 
fronted category is [VP kill (cl) ].

• difficult to find clear examples of non-remnant VP-fronting, i.e. verb + 
(in)direct object appearing in the left-periphery in the usual initial or post-
enclitic positions.

• Unattractive to postulate obligatory scrambling of all internal arguments.

Movement in Hittite



Vmin/max movement:

• allowed in bare phrase structure (since maximal and minimal projections are relative
notions)

• Many cases of argument-clitic movement, including those observed in Hittite, can be
treated as Dmin/max movement.

• Hence “verb-topicalisation”, raising just the verb out of VP to a left-peripheral specifier
position as a derived Vmax is possible (see Fortson (2010: 159) Garrett 1990a: 78, Hoffner
& Melchert 2008: 407).

Movement in Hittite



Examples:

(2) parkunusu= ma = za UL kuitki

You-purify CONN REFL not something

“whereas you do not atone for anything” (Luraghi 1990: 95, (1012d))

[NB the possibly VP-internal indefinite internal argument, unlikely to undergo scrambling].

Movement in Hittite



Examples:

(3) našma=šmaš EGIR-ziaz ištamašzi kuiški kuitki

or 2Pl.Dat/Loc.Cl afterwards hear.3Sg.Pres someone something

“Or if someone hears something about you afterwards …”

(KUB 26.12 i 33 (Eunuch instructions, CTH 255, ed. Von Schuler 1957: 24; Garrett
1990a: 78, (2.58b)) [Gloss added by IR]

• Here V stays low (not clear where) and the unscrambled indefinites follow

Movement in Hittite



Examples:

(4) naššu dammišhan kuiški kuitki [harzi]

whether injured.Prt someone something has

“Whether someone has injured something ..”

(KUB 13.1 iv 5 (Bēl madgalti instructions, CTH 261, ed. Von Schuler 1957: 62; Garrett
1990a: 77, (2.55a)). [Gloss added by IR].

• where’s the participle?

• NB final aux (in T?)

Movement in Hittite



The decision on V-movement affects the values assigned to the following parameters:

(5) a. PV5 (vP over T)

b. PV11 (Strong Tense)

c. PV15 (Strong Aspect)

d. PV19 (Strong Mood)

e. PV44 (Aspect Raising)

f. PV45 (Voice Raising)

Movement in Hittite



PCM requires a synthesis of:

• syntactic theory (what the parameters actually are);

• historical linguistics (computing historical relations);

• psycholinguistics (implications among relations and questions of learnability);

• computational methods (phylogenetic tree-optimisation).

Conclusions
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